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Chickee / Chiki Hut Guidelines 
 

A. Definition: 

(1) A Chickee Hut (also known as a Sun Shelter) is a Seminole Indian house built 
on stilts, with open sides and a thatched roof of palm leaves.  A thatched roof is a 
roof constructed of palm fronds in an open web type of construction.  The palm 
fronds are attached in such a manner that they are sacrificed in winds exceeding 
70 mph.  The chickee hut does NOT incorporate any electrical, plumbing or other 
nonwood features. 

B. Construction Standards: 

(1) All construction must meet at least the minimum requirements of the Florida 
Building Code as adopted by the City of Cape Coral, with amendments, and as 
amended subsequent to the adoption of this section.  (LDR 3.1)  

(2) No sun shelters shall be permitted except those supported by either: 

(a) one central pole of a diameter not to exceed ten inches; or 

(b) Maximum of eight poles. 

(3) The maximum coverage allowed under roof, including overhangs, shall be 150 
square feet or if constructed on a dock the area of the dock on which the sun 
shelter is constructed, whichever is less.  (Ord. 13-06, 2-27-2006) 

(4) The maximum height of the sun shelter shall be 14 feet measured from the patio, 
dock or land on which the sun shelter is constructed.  Should the surface on which 
the sun shelter is constructed have a grade, the measurement required by this 
subsection shall be from the lowest point of the grade under the sun shelter, 
including overhangs.  (Ord. 13-06, 2-27-2006).   

(5) The minimum height of the palm fronds composing the sun shelter shall be six 
feet, measured in subsection (4) above. 

(6) No sun shelter shall extend beyond the limits of any dock or seawall.   
(Ord. 13-06, 2-27-2006) 

C. Zoning Regulations: 

(1) Sun shelters are allowed only in residential zonings. 

(2) Sun shelters shall not be constructed within six feet of any rear lot line except on 
waterfront lots where sun shelters are permitted to be constructed on docks. 

(3) No sun shelter shall be permitted to encroach into any side setback requirement. 
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D. Permitting: 

(1) Chickees constructed by the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida or the 
Seminole Tribe of Florida are exempt from the Florida Building Code and do not 
require a building permit.  They are, however, not exempt from zoning district 
regulations. 

(2) The following is required to be submitted to Zoning prior to construction for 
approval:   

(a) Site plans showing the proposed location of construction (all set backs are 
required to be shown on the site plan). 

(b) Proof if ID (Business card, tribe ID card, drivers license). 

(c) Letter from the tribe member stating that only they will be doing the work. 

(3) Any structure larger than 150 square feet would be required to be permitted and 
would require engineered plans, and required variances. 

(4) Any structure built by someone other than one of the tribes listed above would 
require a permit no matter what the size.  Inquire at the Building Department for 
permitting information. 


